Black taurus sho

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Never provided any
information aside from a link tot the vehicle and a bunch of requests to rate them. I live a long
way away and didnt want to make the trip if we weren't close on numbers but never got any of
what i asked for. Wont buy here. This was my first experience buying a car online and it could
not have been better. Purchased and delivered in less than one week. Z at iCars was great to
deal with. Top notch organization, I would recommend them. Responded within minutes. And
was very helpful. And assured me that I would be treated professionally. I loved the look of the
Jeep. I just was not the right buyer for the deal. Internet manager was honest and did a great
job. These guys were great! I referred other people along with a family who brought as well.
Highly recommended. Excellent customer service, even though the vehicle was in the process
of being sold they still took time to let me know and find out what I was in the market ford. I got
a quick response and all my questions answered, sales team went above and beyond. Horrible
experience. I was in contact with them in regards to buying this Jeep and while I was
coordinating with them on how to fill out their financial application, they sold it out from under
me. I even tried to take them up on their offer of putting down a deposit to hold the Jeep.
Workers are very personable, professional, and friendly. The listed price of the vehicle was
misleading, causing some frustration. Only reason for a low rating is the truck sold while I was
on my way to view it and they did not have any other one to match it. I appreciate how the
appointment was set up, I walked in and spoke with Tommy my sales agent, gave him my info. I
couldn't say no to quality service like that!! I have bought many automobiles in my time. These
guys are the best I have ever felt with. I had a price I was willing to pay and they were very
agreeable to discounting the car I wanted and increasing what they would pay for my trade! It
seemed we all got what we wanted win win deal Patrick. Great guys! Everyone nice, friendly and
very helpful. Got a great deal! Enjoyed the experience. Feel confident they will take care of my
pickup after the sale too!! Nice people. Not pushy at all. A lot of vehicles to choose from..
Excellent experience. Highly recommend this dealer. Trevor Haug was extremely helpful. Even
though I didn't ultimately buy the vehicle the overall experience was great. Much better than
other dealers who I have dealt with. Thank you Trevor. Everything has been great so far I'm just
waiting for the down payment money to arrive so I can make a decision. Jack M. He showed me
an Edge, which I took for a ride, and then he showed me a Lincoln which I also took for a ride.
He was very helpful and not at all overbearing. Kept in contact with me. But before I could test
drive his vehicle, I purchased a different one. They contacted me right away, unfortunately the
car was sold. But they asked me what type of vehicle I was looking for and created a list of
features I wanted - an agent is searching for the vehicle now. Hope to hear from him soon.
Xavien was our contact, he and the team there made it a quick and painless experience, we got
a good deal on a great car and got in and out of there in 2 hours flat. Would go back if needed
another car. Interactions with sales team were great, however the car was a repaired wreck like
many of the vehicles on their lot and probably had the worst fitment of a quarter panel that I
have seen. Not the end of the world, but a body shop that lets that go out the door is probably
making shortcuts elsewhere as well and I'll let someone else can take their chances on it.
Mainline Auto reached out to me quickly and the sales team members were very helpful,even
when I explained that I had several other vehicles I was interested in. Great inventory of nice
cars. I would highly recommend Mainline! Had to contact them. Could not understand the
dealer. Very flaky. Not helpful. Terrible customer service. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Authorized
Ford Dealer. CarGurus User. I have the ford taurus. The car is a great car,got power to it. It run
great look real good. Nice space in the inside. The only probable I have is with the radio screen
is small so that make the back up camera small other and that love it. The Ford Taurus Limited
comes with every option plus some. It handles great on slick roads. Hard acceleration is
impressive. Meaning is quick. Only draw back for me is my seat adjustment comfort leaves me
just barely bumping my head on the roof and Im 6 tall. I was able to fit two of the cars tires, 4
50lb bags of animal feed, two 4 kid Read more. The Taurus was just what Im looking for. AWD,
V-6, loaded with features and had low mileage. Great car and the price is excellent. Why Use
CarGurus? To be sure you access all the more than photographs, a short
walk-around-and-startup video, and a link to its 2-owner Carfax report, please go to our main

website: GarageKeptMotors. The new Taurus was a size larger than the mid-size sedan it began
life as in the late s, now occupying the full-size segment. It wasâ€¦ more technologically
complex than ever before, so the new SHO needed to reflect that. For a two-ton behemoth,
theâ€¦SHO can hustle, with zero-to taking a relatively scant 5. At under 24, miles, it is a
certifiable low-mileage example, and the condition of the car in virtually every respect, reflects
not only its nearly-new status, but as importantly, its adult ownership over its short life. The
exterior of the car shows no obvious flaws. There is literally no evidence whatsoever of the light
damage reported to Carfax very early in the car's life. The triple-black menacing look is broken
only by the oversized SHO-branded red brake calipers front and rear. Notably absent overall are
any dings, dents, or road damage. Inside, the SHO-embroidered logos on the front bucket
seatbacks cue occupants that this stealthy Taurus is indeed special. Black leather upholstery
and trim is present across-the-board with complementing textured-aluminum trim on the
dual-cowl dash. The full complement of Ford's state-of-the-art user-interface technology is
evident in the driver-focused, touch-sensitive information display and steering wheel-mounted
controls. In the same way, the factory-installed Sony audio system with video interface and
aftermarket quality has received rave online reviews. The condition of all the control surfaces in
the cabinâ€”from dash controls, to console-mounted automatic shifter, to power-seat controls,
to door-mounted controlsâ€”is virtually flawless. The same is true for all soft surfaces including
the upholstery, carpeting, and headliner. The cavernous trunk interior appears virtually new.
Under the hood, the twin-turbocharger 3. Underneath, the condition of the surfaces mirrors that
of the rest of the car. Only expected light surface rust is present on uncoated components. The
twin front-to-back exhaust pipes and all other suspension and chassis components show no
signs to abuse or track use. This is an adult-owned car. The literally like-new condition of this
very low-mileage Taurus SHO is faithfully presented in the more than high-definition
photographs, together with a short walk-around-and-startup video mentioned earlier, available
at the GarageKeptMotors site. That said, there is no substitute for an in-person, up-close
inspection. We encourage such inspections by interested parties at our Grand Rapids, Michigan
showroom. We ask only that an appointment be made by phone or email in advance. Our
showroom is not open to the public. Super High Output. This vehicle has been sold. Please click
below to view our active inventory. Current Inventory. Speed Digital. The existing unit came out
10 yrs ago, and perhaps its bone fragments had been produced from 10 years older Volvo
software. Many years are not type towards the Taurus, which will likely vanish at some time
from the product season when Ford techniques when it comes to a sedan-significantly less
selection. These Taurus results in 4. It is major without having to be spacious, plus strong with
no experiencing fleet. The main Taurus offers vast, encouraging car seats taken care of with
material in SE and several SELs along with synthetic leather of all various variations. Sadly, that
Taurus central unit, along with its dashboard, even intrude to the person area, lowering what
can become superb area just to sufficient. Back-seating travelers are afflicted by astonishingly
restricted go bedroom coming from the sloping roofing and merely common lower body area.
This minimal roofline will take the cost of external eyesight, also. About freight, this Ford
Taurus provides a sizeable Trunk area. No Taurus fits competitors for fabric top quality on the
inside, while versions we have powered get sensed strong plus properly-designed. This Taurus
trips lightly, directing this floaty sense the moment typical for significant sedans. The SHOs are
usually fast and may amuse over sexy streets, however, they always remember which they
consider loads. By reviewing the extended overhangs to the significant home window
collection, the brand new Ford Taurus should go huge in every single method. It is this
ultra-scale of whole-dimension sedans, any in. The non-obligatory Performance Package deal
for your SHO contributes more robust braking systems, modified directing adjusting, diverse
revocation options, and even summer season auto tires. Any Taurus sets offered updated
infotainment utilizing Apple CarPlay along with Android operating system Automobile
compatibility through duds. This distinction can be hitting. Regardless of the inches
measurements, this specific first sedan inside does not have any expand-out place of many
competitions. Modern Ford Taurus SE sedans appearance and feel fleet-prepared. Any Taurus
Limited does not route significant sedan deluxe the way various competitors do, regardless of
whether it is valued in addition to it. That Taurus creates several advances inside of using its
twin cowl-type dashboard, which juts significantly to the traveler pocket. That large, higher
middle unit uses up a great deal of real estate property that it really does not offer rear with
regards to modest product storing, possibly. Any dinky 4. The display screen is an available
regular on bottom Taurus versions, yet a great 8. Improve is accessible. A few Ford Taurus
versions trim a few of the most detrimental artificial substantial woodcut we have noticed in
years, although some apply sterling silver-colored synthetic. That Ford Taurus starts out in a
somewhat little cost to get a complete-measurement sedan, but it really does not have several

essential attributes; therefore, it may turn out to be high-priced having selections. A new Taurus
SE includes strength characteristics, half a dozen-way strength front side car seats utilizing
guidebook recline, a 4. Taurus SEL brings auto conditions handle, leather material across the
controls, and some other considerations. The newest Ford Taurus supplies as near to the
throwback for Detroit boulevardiers while we are prone to observe for a long time. We love to
these Taurus SHO sufficiently, but the report listed here is founded on the higher number of
well-liked no-performance types. These people have a journey that is delicate, or even mainly
operated, plus taking care of which does not face mask its heft along with its competition. Many
Ford Taurus products utilize a 3. Top-tire push might be typical, although the all-wheel-drive will
be recommended. A new V6 can be steady and also sophisticated as well as lower 1st device
aids that really feel fast adequate out and about. The same holds actual intended for how the
Taurus takes care of. The kind comments towards the law enforcement officers that deftly
hustle this Taurus approximately city avenues. As a substitute, we have learned that these
Taurus reach the ideal if it settles into a relaxed cruise trip at freeway rates of speed. An AWD
will be ideal tools, and yes, it does an excellent task of placing which potential to the floor. The
main SHO incorporates stronger suspensions, which we believe does a more satisfactory job of
having many road types of surface. About the vibrant aspect, the main Ford Taurus is
commonly highly lower. Do not purchase one without having carefully checking out discounts
along with seller-amount special discounts. Skip to content. About Author Katy. This is the
fastest couch I've ever driven. We're wafting along in the left lane, the sternum push of two
turbos burying me in the plush foam of a fat man's bucket seat. The speedometer is hungry for ,
but we're running out of road. We haven't left fourth gear, and this car's still pulling me toward
my mortality with unblinking resolve. Did I mention I'm driving a Taurus? To be fair, this isn't the
ubiquitous domestic Camry competitor that kept Ford's coffers full for almost 30 years. No, this
is the other Taurus: the full-size bruiser that increasingly finds itself parked in the "they still
make that? Curtis Haley bought his SHO to serve as the family truckster. With factory
horsepower and all-wheel drive, it seemed like a suitable way to lug the wife and kid around
without blacking out from boredom. Haley says he's owned somewhere around 30 cars â€”
roughly one for every year he's spent on this planet, and most of them were more fun than
functional. He's one of those guys who can't help himself, or leave well enough alone. The car
didn't stay stock for long. What started with an over-the-counter tune devolved into a build that
would push the limits of the factory turbos, the transmission, and the all-wheel drive system. He
handed the car over to the mad wrenches at High Velocity Motorsports here in Knoxville. Those
guys are responsible for some of the fastest Supras and GT-Rs in the area, and they wasted no
time going to work on the big-bodied SHO. Velocity chucked the stock down pipes for a catless
set, and integrated a discreet alcohol injection system that uses the old windshield washer
reservoir. When all the parts were in place, the car went to the dyno for a custom tune. The
result is impressive. The car puts down horsepower and lb-ft of torque at the wheels. Do a little
back-of-the-envelope math for driveline loss, and it's clear that the 3. That's with stock internals
and with the original turbos. If Haley knows fear, he isn't showing it. When I ask about
durability, he grins and says there's someone else out there putting down even bigger numbers.
Early on, Haley's car blew the seals on the power take off unit. The car's maniacal from a
launch. At over 4, lbs, it wants to be stationary. Torpor is its natural state. But when the turbos
spool and the brakes let go, the car punts itself forward with hilarious force. The front tires slip
for a moment before the rears engage, then all four scramble at the pavement in search of the
best way to rip your face off. It's violent and more than a little terrifying. But roll into the throttle
with the ease and patience of a gentleman, and you're rewarded with a planted machine that
wants nothing more than to explore the upper octaves of its speedometer. You'd never know it
from looking at the car, but the drop banished most of the car's body roll and nose dive. It just
only gets more planted as the speed climbs, and the engine simply does not stop pulling. You
run out of numbers on the dash before the car runs out of steam. Despite the thrust, the SHO's
perfectly civil most of the time. The exhaust isn't brassy or loud, and the only thing that
distinguishes this car from the ones languishing at the Enterprise lot is the sound of boost
escaping through the blow off valve with each throttle lift. I'm having a hard time wrapping my
mind around how the car can be an outright terror one minute and a plodding kid hauler the
next. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building
the Perfect Race-Car Driver. Zach Bowman. Related Story. That is no cop. Almost 4, pounds of
dadmobile. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page
to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about
this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Car
Culture. See more Ford Taurus insights. See more ways to save. Search Data Studies. Used
Cars. Ford Taurus. Used Ford Taurus Sho for Sale. Cars Owners Keep the Longest. Most

Popular Cars in See more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Dealer Rating:. Least
Expensive. Most Expensive. Location: Oklahoma City, OK Location: Lemon Grove, CA Location:
East Windsor, CT Location: National City, CA Exterior Color: Tuxedo Black Metallic. Category:
Certified Used Cars. Positives: certified pre-owned car, clean history, inspected. Positives:
clean history, certified pre-owned car, inspected, warranty. Location: Leavenworth, KS Exterior
Color: Blue Jeans Metallic. Positives: clean history, one owner. Location: Elizabethtown, KY Get
email alerts for price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like to view the
latest search results? Zip Code Required X. How many are for sale and priced below market?
What Ford Taurus model year and mileage can you get for your budget? Average Price. What's
the price of a Used Ford Taurus by year? Average price by year. Average mileage by year. Least
Expensive Color. Good times to buy. Ford Taurus In Top Cities. Others also viewed these
Models Used Ford Taurus By Trim. Keep me posted on new listings X. Email me new car listings
and price drops matching this search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking
"Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email
me when the price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me for all future
saved listings. The search has been saved X. The search has been saved. Would you like to get
email alerts for new listings and price drops for the search? Subscribe No. Great Deal. Fair Deal.
Good Deal. See my listings. Start searching smarter now. Ford Taurus in Houston. Ford Taurus
in Atlanta. Ford Taurus in Dallas. Ford Taurus in Chicago. Ford Taurus in Miami. Ford Taurus in
Los Angeles. Ford Taurus in Philadelphia. Ford Taurus in San Antonio. Ford Taurus in Phoenix.
Ford Taurus in Orlando. Chevrolet Impala for Sale. Dodge Charger for Sale. Toyota Camry for
Sale. Used Ford Taurus Sel. Used Ford Taurus Limited. Used Ford Taurus SE. Used Ford Taurus
Ses. Used Ford Taurus Police Interceptor. Used Ford Taurus LX. Used Ford Taurus GL. Used
Ford Taurus Sel Deluxe. Used Ford Taurus Ses Deluxe. But today, most family sedans equipped
with V-6 engines make more than horsepower and are quicker than that first SHO. We almost
feel bad for first-gen SHO owners because watching a V-6 Camryâ€”with an Elmo sun blocker
and a baby seatâ€”pull away from what was once the American sports sedan must play hell on
memories of what used to pass for speed. What happened to the SHO? That second SHO
suspiciously offered, for the first time, an automatic transmission. The Taurus SHO that
followed was yet another attempt to capture more sales in the calmer waters of the mainstream.
Speaking of water, that SHO was the one that looked like an automotive tribute to the noble
lungfish. Weak, heavy, bulge-eyed, andâ€”in that iterationâ€”sold only with an automatic
transmission, that last SHO before the hiatus seemed like little more than a cynical attempt to
mine the scrap of credibility the letters S-H-O had acquired. And why is this new SHO so big?
And racked by the news that its big brother, the Crown Victoria, had become fleet-sales only,
the Taurus continued to expand, to its current length of What we now have is a Taurus SHO that
weighs poundsâ€” pounds more than the original. Fortunately, Ford has added some
super-high output to mitigate the super-high mass. For the first time, a Yamaha-built engine is
not under the hood of a SHO. The engine features direct fuel injection, variable intake-valve
timing, and two small turbochargers that put out a maximum of 12 psi of boost. Even at a steady
80 mph, our Taurus had trouble topping 20 mpg. But the standard all-wheel-drive system of the
SHO allows only a brief shriek of the front wheels before the power is sent rearward. The
Performance package on our test car includes a shorter final-drive ratio, which helps the SHO
surge forward with more authority from a stop. Launching it is easy: Hold your foot on the
brake, raise the revs, and release the brake. It rips to 60 mph in 5. From U. Even when revved
toward the rpm redline, the intake and exhaust systems emit only the briefest of snarls,
indistinguishable from the naturally aspirated V-6 in the base Taurus. Suspension noise is
almost nonexistent, and the sturdy structure is imperturbable. The measured 70 decibels at 70
mph was a surprise, as the SHO seems dead silent. A turn of the power-assisted electric
steering reveals a safe and obedient chassis. Steering effort is higher than in the regular Taurus
and is recalibrated in Performance-package cars , but the feel is one of numbness. Grip from the
inch Goodyear Eagle F1 Supercar tires part of the Performance package is reasonably
respectable at 0. The foot braking distance from 70 mph is 17 feet shorter than that of the base
Taurus , but we credit the improvement to the aggressive summer tires on the
Performance-package SHO. With Body roll is well controlled, and the suspension strikes an
excellent ride-and-handling compromise. For those who get a kick out of removing chunks of
rubber from their tires, the stability control has a sport mode that backs off the point of
intervention; Performance-package models allow the stability control to be shut off completely,
and that makes for even quicker tire destruction. Instead, both paddles can perform upshifts
and downshifts. Our complaints involve a restricted view out back, annoying headrests, and the
lack of turn signals that give three clicks when tapped. On the outside, the SHO looks almost
exactly like its lesser brethren. We like stealthy performance cars, but we have to agree with the

Taurus clubbers who would like the SHO to have something special to set it apart from the herd.
And cladding is never the solution. The letters S-H-O are still about power, but this one is
mature enough not to advertise its speedy nature. Our office, sometimes referred to as an island
of lost boys, is filled with editors who are psychologically 17 years old. That first SHO was a
youthful car, slightly uncouth but fun in a way that appealed to enthusiasts both young and old
and to buyers who had never considered a Ford. The Ford loyalists we talked to were smitten
with the latest SHO, but we wonder how interested the rest of the car-buying public will be. It
seems unlikely that this SHO has the cachet to steal sales from the import brands, although it
could find a place in the hearts of domestic car shoppers, especially with C owners looking to
move away from Chrysler. How about this, Ford? I heard a fellow recently suggest that the
much stricter fuel-economy regulations will be a breeze for Ford, largely because of EcoBoost.
Sure, this twin-turbo V-6 is impressively responsive and whips up a meaty shove. We averaged
16 mpg. That excitement aside, the all-wheel-drive system kept things drama-free, with the only
non-track-ready items being the brakes. They were given ample time to cool when we were
black-flagged for our on-track transgressions. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View Photos. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. A substantial
departure from its predecessor, the Ford Taurus brings modernity to the classic American
full-size sedan formula. It has taken a long and winding road to reach the Ford Taurus. This
complete redesign is the latest chapter in an automotive story packed with ups and downs. The
name Taurus was first attached to a revolutionary car that changed the way automakers and
auto buyers thought of family sedans. More recently, the Taurus formerly the Ford Five Hundred
gave up its midsize credentials to the smaller Fusion. The car was adequate but didn't attract
much in the way of critical acclaim or consumer traffic at Ford dealerships. The Taurus remains
in this large-car category, but its thorough overhaul promises a more refined automobile than
its predecessor and a much more engaging driving experience. Its blocky styling is hardly the
revolutionary concept that the original Taurus was, but it's nevertheless attractive and more
interesting than the previous model. Most noticeable is Ford's departure from its signature
three-bar chrome grille -- rather than resembling a Gillette razor, it now looks like a Braun
electric shaver. Now that's progress. Inside, the Taurus gets the same stereo and
climate-control treatment as every recently redesigned Ford product. Although button-heavy
and slightly cluttered-looking, it's a logically laid out design. While the controls are
cookie-cutter, the surrounding design is fresh and stylish. In upper trim guises, the cabin is
arguably more posh than Lincoln's MKS. The biggest news, however, is the reintroduction of
the Taurus SHO model. The last time we experienced this cult-favorite nameplate it was
attached to the s Oval-era Taurus iteration and was packing a horsepower V8 engine. The new
Taurus SHO employs a twin-turbo 3. Dubbed "EcoBoost," this engine feeds hp to all four wheels
while apparently returning the fuel economy of a less powerful car. Meanwhile, the regular
Taurus uses the same naturally aspirated 3. The Ford Taurus bridges the gap between family
sedans and luxury cars. Among this crowd, we think pretty highly of the new Taurus. Other than
a couple interior design missteps and pricing on the SHO model that seems a bit high
considering what you get, the Taurus is pleasingly vice-free. Roomy and comfortable yet also
fresh-looking and full of the latest convenience and safety features, the new Taurus is exactly
what a modern full-size American sedan should be. The Ford Taurus is a full-size sedan that
seats five people. The SEL adds inch wheels, automatic transmission paddle shifters, heated
side mirrors, dual-zone automatic climate control, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, upgraded
cloth upholstery and satellite radio. Options on the SEL include inch wheels, rear parking
sensors, a power passenger seat, ambient lighting, leather upholstery and the Sync electronics
interface system which includes Bluetooth and an iPod interface. Other options, depending on
the trim level, include a sunroof, remote ignition, power-adjustable pedals, heated front seats,
multicontour massaging seats and a speaker Sony-branded premium audio system. The Taurus
SHO can be further equipped with inch wheels, a rearview camera and an SHO Performance
package that includes performance brake pads, recalibrated steering, a different final-drive
ratio, stability control defeat, summer tires and inch wheels. The Taurus is powered by a
standard 3. A six-speed automatic transmission is standard. On all trims except the SE, the
transmission features manual shift control and downshift rev-matching capability. Front-wheel
drive is standard on every Taurus trim level and all-wheel drive is available on SEL and Limited
trim levels. The Taurus SHO features a 3. A six-speed automatic with shift paddles is standard.
Every SHO is all-wheel drive. Fuel economy estimates for either Taurus engine were not
available at the time of this writing. Every Ford Taurus comes standard with antilock disc

brakes, stability and traction control, front side airbags and side curtain airbags. Optional safety
features include a blind-spot warning system, pre-collision warning system, a cross-traffic
warning system when reversing , rear parking sensors and a rearview camera. Whether on the
highway or surrounded by the hustle and bustle of the big city, the Ford Taurus' cabin remains
calm and quiet. Sleek aerodynamics and generous sound insulation help keep wind and road
noise down to whisper levels. Bumps and other road imperfections are well absorbed, even with
the stiffer SHO's suspension. The standard V6 engine provides acceptable power to move this
large sedan, and opting for the twin-turbo SHO will supply more than enough power for the
average driver. In terms of handling, both Taurus models are stable and secure, though the lack
of steering feel and a beefy curb weight prevent the car from being particularly involving to
drive, even in SHO trim. A stylish Ford Taurus cabin seems almost oxymoronic, but with its
twin-cowl dash and waterfall center stack, that's exactly what it is. Although the climate and
audio controls are very button-heavy, they are logically laid out and easy to interpret. The Sync
electronics interface available on all but the base car is a voice-activated technology that allows
you to control your cell phone or iPod using voice commands or the car's physical controls. On
other Ford products, we've found Sync to be effective and desirable. While the interior is
cleverly designed and well-built, some of the materials detract from an otherwise successful
execution. The graceful waterfall stack is made from hard plastics and lacks padding for
inboard knees. We're also not fans of the gauges, as their deeply recessed positioning in the
dash makes them hard to read. The previous Taurus offered one of the largest backseats in the
class; the new car's has shrunk some, but it's still quite roomy for adults. The trunk measures
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Ford Taurus SHO. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Taurus lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Hard-to-read gauges, SHO model's high price. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Taurus for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for
price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Ford Taurus has been completely redesigned for the model year. Of particular
note is the return of the SHO performance edition. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. If
Americans don't consider this car they are snobs. The integrated SYNC, Sirius, and voice
controls make the navigation and satellite radio a must have and set the bar for the industry. At
first sticker seems high for a Taurus, but with the options you get it is extremely well equipped
relative to all luxury sedans. Read less. Great family car with AWD an the extra benefit of speed.
Purchased this car new in the winter of Initially had some minor issues that Ford took care of
with various Technical Service Bulletins. These are service advisories that Ford sends out to
the dealers in authorization to fix minor issues that might be troublesome to the owner. All
minor. Since the TSB's, no other maintenance has b
pt cruiser tcm replacement
scion iq manual
1990 subaru liberty
een performed except oil changes and tire rotations, in 36k miles. Three years later and people
still ask me if its a brand new car. The shine and exterior trim his holding remarkably well. The
car is very fast and comfortable. Stock times are 5. Great car, limited production, I obtained a
signed certificate from Ford which is pretty cool. Very quite and powerful car. Great highway
mileage. If you buy a , be sure to have the dealer perform the TSB's technical service bulletin for
a few minor issues. Had this vehicle two weeks now and love this car. I must say I have been
pleasantly surprised with the ride speed and handling. I have been stopped by at least 10 people
asking if they can see the interior and the usual response is this is not a Taurus. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Taurus. Sign Up.

